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Re, New gTLDs

-

the STI Report

We reie¡ to our previous letters regarding the Draft Appllcant Guidebook and the IBT Report. ln all our previous
letters we have raised serious concerns regarding the release of an unlimited number of new gTLDs and it seems
that none of our concerns have been dêalt with by ICANN so far and the STt report makes it clear that apparently,
ICANN might not deal with the concerns of trademark owners,
Thê lRf Report did provide some protection for trademark owners but as the Report was a compromise bewveen
trademark interests and registry/tegistrar interests the protectlon for trademark owners was still insufficient, The
protection provided in the IBT Beport has been weakened in the STI Fêport to such an extent that there doesn't
seem to be much protection left for trademark owners,
The Trademark Clearinghouse is no longer a rights protection mechanism but iust a database. Such a database
doos not solve the overarchlng trademark ¡ssues that were intended to bê addressed. lnstead the Trademark
Clearinghouse promotes the need for defensive registrations. lt thus seems to go directly against the premises of
the work on the overarching issues, namely to lessen the burden of trademark owners who do not want more defensive registrations. Furthermore, the Clearinghouse is pre-launch and needs also to be post-launch. Moreover, the
"matching" in the STI report is limited to exact matches which ls clearly insuffic¡ent as most cyber-squatting is not
an exact match.
The proposal for the Trademark Clearinghouse does not lessen the burden on trademark owner$

-

on the contrary,

The Uniform Rapid Suspension (URS) proposed in the STI RepoÍt is also much weaker rhan the URS proposed in
thê IFT Report. lt doesn't seem to be more rapid or cheaper than the ordinary UDFP and the domain name is onfy
blocked for a sho¡t period of time with the possibility of perpetuating the cyber-squatting, Again, the trademark
owners' burden is not lessened, There is no loser-pays mechanism and the burden of proof l$ on the trademark
ownêr to prove that the registrant has no legitimete interest in the domain name,
The Globally Protected Marks L¡st is not pert of the $Tl Report which is very disappointing es it might have been the
rights plotection mechanlsm that could have provided some relief for vademark owners of such marks,
ICANN seems to ignore that cyber-squattlng and all kinds of fraud on the internet is increasing in number and the
STI Report does not help make the ¡nternet a safer place for consumers - on the contrary.
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ln our opinion, ICANN hars nol yet solved thô overarchlng trademark lssue and tho sTt report ts not the r¡ghi pÊth ta
take ln order to soþe this lssue. W.e urgê ICANN to solve th€ trâdemark is$ue beforê any nqw gTLDs arê rêleassd.
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